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Organolithium compounds (e.g., alkyls, aryls and amides) have been and remain pivotal to the development of synthetic chemistry.1 Staple reagents in academic laboratories and chemical industries worldwide, their extensive utilization reflects their high reactivity and selectivity (notably in directed ortho-metallation). However, in many cases this high reactivity can also compromise their functional group tolerance, imposing the use of severely restrictive protocols (e.g., moisture- and oxygen-free organic solvents, inert atmospheres, extremely low temperatures etc.) and frequently the lithiated organic intermediates can be unstable and decompose.

This presentation will explore alternative organometallic strategies to overcome some of these major drawbacks faced by standard organolithium reagents. This includes the use of bimetallic combinations for deprotonative metallation reactions, which operating in tandem enable the trapping of sensitive anions such as metallated diazines2 (see Scheme) or fluoroarenes.3 Furthermore, the promising use of non-conventional solvent systems such as Deep Eutectic Solvents (DESs) in organolithium chemistry will also be discussed,4 edging closer towards developing greener and air and moisture compatible methodologies.
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